SCHOOL SPIRIT!
What do we remember best
about our schools?

In past years, up to 76% of our students found success both on
the field and in the arts – this translates to students who are wellrounded managers of their time, energy and schedule. These
students are interested in communication at different levels. They
connect with each other as teammates, leaders, champions and
competitors who have braved all weather, competitors, deadlines
and challenges together!

Our friends, those moments of connection, the surprises
that come from interactions and community!

How can we make this experience for our
student athletes safe and inviting…

We remember those shared events
and life-changing moments!

We seek renovated locker rooms for female
and male athletes - $650,000

We prayed, we cheered and we cried together!

H is for Honor
C is for Community
H is for Heritage
S is for Scholarship
What does that spell?

HOUSTON CHRISTIAN
HIGH SCHOOL!

URGENCY – In these times when safety and health have an
increased and essential focus, it is extremely important that we
have clean surfaces and furniture that allow us to provide the safest
environment for our athletes. Anti-microbial materials, newer paints
and airflow will make the difference as we reopen this year.
Houston Christian, as a member of the Southern Preparatory
Conference, competes at the highest level. Our students are
competitive and focused, whether they are varsity, JV or
participating for fitness and fun. To further encourage these
activities, HC committed to providing a top-notch athletic facility and
has taken the steps to improve and enhance its facilities.
Please help us reach the final step to provide locker facilities that fit
our focus and standards!
Step 1
P
		

A state-of-the-art Strength and Conditioning Center –
The Harrell Family

Step 2
P
		

A new track and field facilities that help athletes reach
their PRs!

Step 3
P
		

A grass field that is built on a substrate that enhances
activity and reduces injuries

Step 4
P
		

A beautiful, dynamic and functional scoreboard –
The Russ Allen Family

FINAL STEP Girls and Boys Locker Room facilities – NEEDED!

Please help us go from this…

to this in both the girls’ and
boys’ locker rooms!
“We are at the early stages of building a
first-class experience to HC student-athletes.
Paramount to this experience are the athletics
facilities. Our Harrell Family Strength and
Conditioning center is state of the art, and many
of our team game fields are second to none.
One area that not only enhances this experience,
but also helps to attract the top students, are
the locker rooms. Currently, our athletic locker
rooms have not been updated since they were
built, and with the consistent, year-round use,
these areas can become more functional, and
more appealing. Improving the locker rooms will
have an impact on every current team, and every
current player, as well as those to come for many
years. This project is crucial to providing a firstclass experience to our student-athletes.”
– HC Dave Kinard, Athletic Director

